COLOR 41
COLOR PLANS FOR INTERIORS
An experimental attitude is conducive to success in the use of
color in the home. It is much better to make mistakes than to
stick to dull stereotyped color schemes, for through courageous
;. „ of color a person develops color sensitivity.
The color arrangement of the interior of an entire home is some-
times planned as a complete unit. A small house or apartment
seems more spacious if the same background color is used in all
the rooms. A Modern house, where the idea of continuous space
is stressed, often has all the walls and ceilings in the house the same
color and all the floors carpeted alike. When a unified multiple
color scheme for a complete interior is made, the living room is
planned first.
A color plan for the entire house in which each room is inde-
pendent of the others has less unity than a related plan, but it
affords more excitement and variety and permits more considera-
tion of the exposure of a room.
FACTORS IN COLOR SCHEMES FOR ROOMS
 1.	The room: size, shape, exposure.	5. Personal preference.
 2.	The mood.	6, Furnishings on hand.
 3.	The style.	7* Use of the room.
4- The current fashion.
The Room, An analysis of a room is the first factor in making
a color scheme for it. Every room has its own peculiarities which
affect the solution of its color problem. A room that is too small
gains spaciousness if the same cool, light color is used on all back-
ground parts and even on the furniture itself. On the other hand,
warm reds and purples seem to reduce the size of a room. A long,
narrow room can be made to appear in better proportion if only
the end walls are decorated with warm, advancing colors, possibly
brightly patterned. A square room seems elongated if two op-
posite walls sire painted a dark color and the other two light.
Cold north rooms are much improved by the introduction of
reds and yellows. South rooms need colors to oppose sunshine;
therefore, blues, cool browns, cool beiges, and grays are suitable
unless the room is dark* Rooms with too much light need dark,
subdued colors and little variety in pattern*

